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This is the first title in this new series, which is aimed principally at secondary PGCE and BAEd students and school- and HEIbased tutors. Each book provides a digest of the central issues around a particular topic or issues, grounded in or supported by
examples of good practice, with suggestions for further reading, study and investigation. The books are not intended as 'how to'
books, but rather as books which will help students and teachers to explore and understand critical theoretical issues in ways that
are challenging, that invite critical reappraisals of taken-for-granted practices and perceptions, and that provide appropriate links
between theory and practice. Issues related to equal opportunities and special needs are included in each separate volume .
There are boxes of questions, 'think abouts' , further reading, and bulleted summary lists for the reader. This book is written
specifically for teachers-in-training which will clarify the 'big picture' of monitoring and assessment and makes the crucial
distinctions in this large (and still taken-for-granted) field. The authors have written widely on assessment matters and have also
worked in various capacities for the QCA (and its former manifestations). They are also engagerd in initial teacher education and
so know the level and market extremely well.
Charting the evolution of practicing digital history Historians have seen their field transformed by the digital age. Research
agendas, teaching and learning, scholarly communication, the nature of the archive—all have undergone a sea change that in and
of itself constitutes a fascinating digital history. Yet technology's role in the field's development remains a glaring blind spot among
digital scholars. Adam Crymble mines private and web archives, social media, and oral histories to show how technology and
historians have come together. Using case studies, Crymble merges histories and philosophies of the field, separating issues
relevant to historians from activities in the broader digital humanities movement. Key themes include the origin myths of digital
historical research; a history of mass digitization of sources; how technology influenced changes in the curriculum; a portrait of the
self-learning system that trains historians and the problems with that system; how blogs became a part of outreach and academic
writing; and a roadmap for the continuing study of history in the digital era.
“O.C.R.” is an eye opening, empowering and revealing look into the implications of the Copenhagen interpretation of quantum
theory that is both fascinating and shocking and could impact the way you view the world and live your personal life, in a most
wonderful and spiritually profound way.” It hammers home the awe-inspiring revelation that, as repeatedly demonstrated through
quantum mechanics, there is no extant reality, that is, literally no material objects pre-existing in any specific position in space, and
(to simplify here) that rather we each create, in the act of observation, our own ever-changing non-objective reality. This
demanding but accessible book, in the tradition of such popular science books as Dawkin's The Selfish Gene, Gribbin's In search
of Schrodinger's Cat and Hawking's A Brief History of Time, interweaves a discussion of the less familiar proto-physical or
quantum world with the more-familiar physical and metaphysical world, offering readers not just contextualized explanations but
inspiring applications of observer-created reality. Not the least of which supports the admonition to “live in moment” since …”reality
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itself does not exist beyond this present moment!” OCR offers bold, eye-opening, never before published new perspectives of
life's most elusive topics including “reality” “time” “light” “scale” “perception” “Quantum language” and their curious intertwined
relationships; even a perspective on the Higgs and the endless search for the elementary particle.
Cambridge International AS Level History is a suite of three books that offer complete coverage of the Cambridge International AS
Level History syllabus (code 9389).
This book includes high-quality research papers presented at the Fourth International Conference on Innovative Computing and
Communication (ICICC 2021), which is held at the Shaheed Sukhdev College of Business Studies, University of Delhi, Delhi,
India, on February 20–21, 2021. Introducing the innovative works of scientists, professors, research scholars, students and
industrial experts in the field of computing and communication, the book promotes the transformation of fundamental research into
institutional and industrialized research and the conversion of applied exploration into real-time applications.
Statistical physics has its origins in attempts to describe the thermal properties of matter in terms of its constituent particles, and
has played a fundamental role in the development of quantum mechanics. Based on lectures taught by Professor Kardar at MIT,
this textbook introduces the central concepts and tools of statistical physics. It contains a chapter on probability and related issues
such as the central limit theorem and information theory, and covers interacting particles, with an extensive description of the van
der Waals equation and its derivation by mean field approximation. It also contains an integrated set of problems, with solutions to
selected problems at the end of the book and a complete set of solutions is available to lecturers on a password protected website
at www.cambridge.org/9780521873420. A companion volume, Statistical Physics of Fields, discusses non-mean field aspects of
scaling and critical phenomena, through the perspective of renormalization group.
The compendium presents the latest results of the most prominent competitions held in the field of Document Analysis and d104
Recognition. It includes a description of the participating systems and the underlying methods on one hand and the datasets used
together with evaluation metrics on the other hand. This volume also demonstrates with examples, how to organize a competition
and how to make it successful. It will be an indispensable handbook to the document image analysis community. Contents: Logical
Structure and Segmentation: Logical Structure Extraction from Digitized Books (Antoine Doucet) Handwriting Segmentation
(Nikolaos Stamatopoulos, Georgios Louloudis, and Basilis Gatos) Digits and Mathematical Expressions: Handwritten Digit and
Digit String Recognition (Markus Diem, Stefan Fiel, and Florian Kleber) Handwritten Mathematical Expressions (Harold Mouchère,
Christian Viard-Gaudin, Richard Zanibi, and Utpal Garain) Writer Identification and Signature Verification: Writer Identification
(Georgios Louloudis, Nikolaos Stamatopoulos, and Basilis Gatos) Arabic Writer Identification Using AHTID/MW and KHATT
Database (Fouad Slimane and Sameh Awaida) Signature Verification: Recent Developments and Perspectives (Muhammad Imran
Malik, Sheraz Ahmed, Andreas Dengel, and Marcus Liwicki) d104 Recognition: Handwritten d104 Recognition Competitions With
the tranScriptorium Dataset (Joan Andreu Sánchez, Verónica Romero, Alejandro H Toselli, and Enrique Vidal) Multifont and
Multisize Low-resolution Arabic d104 Recognition Using APTI Database (Fouad Slimane and Christine Vanoirbeek) Readership:
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Researchers, academics, professionals and graduate students in pattern recognition/image analysis, neural networks, and
innovation/technology. Keywords: Document Analysis;Digitisation;Character Recognition;Mathematical Expression
Recognition;Digit Recognition;Arabic Documents;Handwriting Recognition;Performance
Evaluation;Benchmarking;CompetitionsReview:0
Please note this title is suitable for any student studying: Exam Board: AQA Level: A Level Subject: Biology First teaching:
September 2015 First exams: June 2017 Fully revised and updated for the new linear qualification, written and checked by
curriculum and specification experts, this Student Book supports and extends students through the new course whilst delivering
the maths, practical and synoptic skills needed to succeed in the new A Levels and beyond. The book uses clear straightforward
explanations to develop true subject knowledge and allow students to link ideas together while developing essential exam skills.
The book covers the requirements for the A-level exams on Gravitational Fields. The theory is presented in a structured way in the
form of Questions and Answers. Using simple steps, explanations, practice exercises and tests, you will be supported to develop
your understanding of this thematic unit. The book includes plenty of: * Solved problems * Multiple choice questions * Conceptual
questions * Fill-in the gaps * True or False statements. Written by an experienced teacher, the book offers a unique and innovative
way of approaching, learning and excelling in your A-level Physics exams.
This book constitutes the refereed proceedings of the 14th IAPR International Workshop on Document Analysis Systems, DAS
2020, held in Wuhan, China, in July 2020. The 40 full papers presented in this book were carefully reviewed and selected from 57
submissions. The papers are grouped in the following topical sections: character and text recognition; document image
processing; segmentation and layout analysis; word embedding and spotting; text detection; and font design and classification.
Due to the Corona pandemic the conference was held as a virtual event .
It gives thorough expert explanations, worked examples and plenty of exam practice in Physics calculations. It can be used as a
course support book as well as for exam practice.
Written by curriculum and specification experts, this Student Book supports and extends students through the new linear course
while delivering the breadth, depth, and skills needed to succeed in the new A Levels and beyond. It develops true subject
knowledge while also developing essential exam skills.
This Volume contains the papers presented during the 6th International Conference on Innovations in Bio-Inspired Computing and
Applications IBICA 2015 which was held in Kochi, India during December 16-18, 2015. The 51 papers presented in this Volume
were carefully reviewed and selected. The 6th International Conference IBICA 2015 has been organized to discuss the state-of-theart as well as to address various issues in the growing research field of Bio-inspired Computing which is currently one of the most
exciting research areas, and is continuously demonstrating exceptional strength in solving complex real life problems. The Volume
will be a valuable reference to researchers, students and practitioners in the computational intelligence field..
This book examines Robert Grosseteste’s often underrepresented ideas on education. It uniquely brings together academics from
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the fields of medieval history, modern science and contemporary education to shed new light on a fascinating medieval figure
whose work has an enormous amount to offer anyone with an interest in our educational processes. The book locates Grosseteste
as a key figure in the intellectual history of medieval Europe and positions him as an important thinker who concerned himself with
the science of education and set out to elucidate the processes and purposes of learning. This book offers an important practical
contribution to the discussion of the contemporary nature and purpose of many aspects of our education processes. This book will
be of interest to students, researchers and academics in the disciplines of educational philosophy, medieval history, philosophy
and theology.
The renowned and highly experienced editors of this book bring together the leading voices in contemporary English education under the
banner of the International Federation for the Teaching of English (IFTE). The collected chapters here represent the very best of international
writing on the teaching of English in the past decade. The key issues and debates surrounding English teaching across the globe are
discussed and analysed accessibly, and incorporate wide-ranging topics including: • The impact of high stakes testing on teaching and
learning; • Addressing the needs of minority groups; • The digitization of literature and new conceptions of text; • Rewriting the canon; •
Dealing with curriculum change; • "Best practices" in the teaching of English; • The tension between ‘literacy’ and ‘English’; • English and
bilingual education; • The impact of digital technologies on teaching and learning; • Conceptions of English as a subject [secondary and
tertiary]; • Bringing the critical into the English/Literacy classroom; • The future of subject English; • Empowering voices on the margins; •
Pre-service teacher education; • The social networking English classroom. This text looks at the changing face of subject English from the
differing perspectives of policy makers, teacher educators, teachers and their students. It tackles some of the hard questions posed by
technological advances in a global society, challenges conventional approaches to teaching and points to the emerging possibilities for a
traditional school subject such as English in the face of rapid change and increasing societal expectations. Despite all of the converging
political and technological threats, the authors of this engaging and insightful text portray an immense confidence in the ultimate worth of
teaching and learning subject English.
Thinking Skills, second edition, is the only endorsed book offering complete coverage of the Cambridge International AS and A Level
syllabus.
The free book "Fundamentals of Computer Programming with C#" is a comprehensive computer programming tutorial that teaches
programming, logical thinking, data structures and algorithms, problem solving and high quality code with lots of examples in C#. It starts with
the first steps in programming and software development like variables, data types, conditional statements, loops and arrays and continues
with other basic topics like methods, numeral systems, strings and string processing, exceptions, classes and objects. After the basics this
fundamental programming book enters into more advanced programming topics like recursion, data structures (lists, trees, hash-tables and
graphs), high-quality code, unit testing and refactoring, object-oriented principles (inheritance, abstraction, encapsulation and polymorphism)
and their implementation the C# language. It also covers fundamental topics that each good developer should know like algorithm design,
complexity of algorithms and problem solving. The book uses C# language and Visual Studio to illustrate the programming concepts and
explains some C# / .NET specific technologies like lambda expressions, extension methods and LINQ. The book is written by a team of
developers lead by Svetlin Nakov who has 20+ years practical software development experience. It teaches the major programming concepts
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and way of thinking needed to become a good software engineer and the C# language in the meantime. It is a great start for anyone who
wants to become a skillful software engineer. The books does not teach technologies like databases, mobile and web development, but
shows the true way to master the basics of programming regardless of the languages, technologies and tools. It is good for beginners and
intermediate developers who want to put a solid base for a successful career in the software engineering industry. The book is accompanied
by free video lessons, presentation slides and mind maps, as well as hundreds of exercises and live examples. Download the free C#
programming book, videos, presentations and other resources from http://introprogramming.info. Title: Fundamentals of Computer
Programming with C# (The Bulgarian C# Programming Book) ISBN: 9789544007737 ISBN-13: 978-954-400-773-7 (9789544007737)
ISBN-10: 954-400-773-3 (9544007733) Author: Svetlin Nakov & Co. Pages: 1132 Language: English Published: Sofia, 2013 Publisher: Faber
Publishing, Bulgaria Web site: http://www.introprogramming.info License: CC-Attribution-Share-Alike Tags: free, programming, book,
computer programming, programming fundamentals, ebook, book programming, C#, CSharp, C# book, tutorial, C# tutorial; programming
concepts, programming fundamentals, compiler, Visual Studio, .NET, .NET Framework, data types, variables, expressions, statements,
console, conditional statements, control-flow logic, loops, arrays, numeral systems, methods, strings, text processing, StringBuilder,
exceptions, exception handling, stack trace, streams, files, text files, linear data structures, list, linked list, stack, queue, tree, balanced tree,
graph, depth-first search, DFS, breadth-first search, BFS, dictionaries, hash tables, associative arrays, sets, algorithms, sorting algorithm,
searching algorithms, recursion, combinatorial algorithms, algorithm complexity, OOP, object-oriented programming, classes, objects,
constructors, fields, properties, static members, abstraction, interfaces, encapsulation, inheritance, virtual methods, polymorphism, cohesion,
coupling, enumerations, generics, namespaces, UML, design patterns, extension methods, anonymous types, lambda expressions, LINQ,
code quality, high-quality code, high-quality classes, high-quality methods, code formatting, self-documenting code, code refactoring, problem
solving, problem solving methodology, 9789544007737, 9544007733
Written by curriculum and specification experts, this Student Book supports and extends students through the new linear course while
delivering the breadth, depth, and skills needed to succeed in the new A Levels and beyond. It develops real subject knowledge as well as
essential exam skills.
A revealing look at the history, politics, and social meanings behind everyday objects. Who would have guessed that the first sports bra was
made out of two jockstraps sewn together or that it succeeded because of federal anti-discrimination laws? What do simple decisions about
where to build a road or whether to buy into the carbon economy have to do with Hurricane Katrina or the Fukushima nuclear disaster? How
did massive flood control projects on the Mississippi River and New Deal dams on the Columbia River lead to the ubiquity of high fructose
corn syrup? And what explains the creation—and continued popularity—of the humble fish stick? In Fish Sticks, Sports Bras, and Aluminum
Cans, historian Paul R. Josephson explores the surprising origins, political contexts, and social meanings of ordinary objects. Drawing on
archival materials, technical journals, interviews, and field research, this engaging collection of essays reveals the forces that shape (and are
shaped by) everyday objects. Ultimately, Josephson suggests that the most familiar and comfortable objects—sugar and aluminum, for
example, which are inextricably tied together by their linked history of slavery and colonialism—may have the more astounding and troubling
origins. Students of consumer studies and the history of technology, as well as scholars and general readers, will be captivated by
Josephson’s insights into the complex relationship between society and technology. “Josephson’s conclusions are guaranteed to make you
think of the modern world and its interconnectedness in a different light.” —Cosmos “Every chapter of this book offers surprising insights and
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is a pleasure to read.” —ICON
African American Students’ Career and College Readiness: The Journey Unraveled explores the historical, legal, and socio-political issues of
education affecting African American students and their career and college readiness. Each chapter has been written based on the authors’
experience and passion for the success of students in the African American population. Some of the chapters will appear to be written in a
more conversational and idiomatic tone, whereas others are presented in a more erudite format. Each chapter, however, presents a
contextual portrayal of the contemporary, and often dysfunctional, pattern of society’s approach to supporting this population. Contributors
also present progressive paradigms for future achievements. Through the pages of this book, readers will understand and hopefully
appreciate what can be done to promote positive college bound self-efficacy, procurement of resources in the high school to college
transition, exposure and access to college possibilities, and implications for practice in school counseling, education leadership, and higher
education.
The 2012 GCSE English results prompted significant controversy, which ultimately resulted in an application for judicial review. This report
sets out the background to these events and identifies lessons to be learned. The problems with GCSE English can be traced back to the
2007-09 development phase of the qualification- in particular the turbulence which resulted from the shift away from a mostly linear to a
modular system, combined with a high proportion of controlled assessment and generous marking tolerances. Exam board experts raised
concerns at the time, but these were not acted upon by the regulator (the then-interim Ofqual). Further difficulties arose because of pressures
from the school accountability system. The problems experienced with GCSE English in 2012 highlighted serious weaknesses in the
moderation of speaking and listening, with consequences for grade awarding. The current status of Ofqual, as an independent regulator
accountable to Parliament, is the right one. However, the Coalition Government is bringing in wholesale changes to GCSEs and A levels, to a
tight timetable and at the same time. Ofqual must have systems in place. The Committee is also concerned that there is a rush towards
separate exam systems for England, Wales and Northern Ireland, without careful reflection on what might be lost, or consensus that this is
the right thing to do.

This book reports on a study on physics problem solving in real classrooms situations. Problem solving plays a pivotal role in the
physics curriculum at all levels. However, physics students’ performance in problem solving all too often remains limited to basic
routine problems, with evidence of poor performance in solving problems that go beyond equation retrieval and substitution.
Adopting an action research methodology, the study bridges the `research-practical divide ? by explicitly teaching physics problemsolving strategies through collaborative group problem-solving sessions embedded within the curriculum. Data were collected
using external assessments and video recordings of individual and collaborative group problem-solving sessions by 16-18 yearolds. The analysis revealed a positive shift in the students’ problem-solving patterns, both at group and individual level. Students
demonstrated a deliberate, well-planned deployment of the taught strategies. The marked positive shifts in collaborative
competences, cognitive competences, metacognitive processing and increased self-efficacy are positively correlated with
attainment in problem solving in physics. However, this shift proved to be due to different mechanisms triggered in the different
students.
The highly-respected book of reference of sought-after Independent Schools in membership of the Independent Schools Council's
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Associations: HMC, GSA, The Society of Heads, IAPS, ISA and COBIS.
Now going into its 9th edition, the successful textbook Book-keeping and Accounts is a vital guide for students undertaking studies
of book-keeping and accounting for the first time. Through its gradual introduction of topics, explanation of technical terminology in
a clear, easy to understand way, this text provides an accessible and reliable guide for any student in their undergraduate career.
New to this edition: · Fully compliant with International Financial Reporting Standards (IFRS), with current IFRS terminology. ·
Questions and exercises to test your understanding and help with revision. · Selected chapters amended and re-structured. · Full
explanation of HMRC changes in VAT relating to cash discounts. · Illustrations and diagrams to help explain key concepts. ·
Updated ‘learning objectives’ and ‘chapter summaries’, to reflect developments in the financial environment · Easy to
understand to double entry book-keeping using the ‘IN’ and ‘OUT’ approach. With its highly regarded authorship this text is used
by lecturers for teaching students undertaking the following qualifications and examinations; Association of Accounting
Technicians (AAT), International Association of Book-keepers (IAB), A Level Accounting, Oxford Cambridge and Royal Society of
Arts (OCR), and as a general foundation text for personnel employed in the accountancy profession. Accompanying the text is a
collection of resources to support both lecturers and students which can be found at www.pearsoned.co.uk/wood - For instructors :
Solution’s manual, and Powerpoint slides - For students : Opportunities to practise and additional support with our companion
website
• actual GCE exam question-types • must-have critical resource for students and tutors • all trick question-types since 1996
covered • full and complete step by step solutions • Complete edition eBook only
This book constitutes the thoroughly refereed post-workshop proceedings of the 5th International Workshop on Camera-Based
Document Analysis and Recognition, CBDAR 2013, held in Washington, DC, USA, in August 2013. The 14 revised full papers
presented were carefully selected during two rounds of reviewing and improvement from numerous original submissions. Intended
to give a snapshot of the state-of-the-art research in the field of camera based document analysis and recognition, the papers are
organized in topical sections on text detection and recognition in scene images and camera-based systems.
A new series of bespoke, full-coverage resources developed for the 2015 GCSE Mathematics qualifications. Endorsed for the
OCR J560 GCSE Mathematics Foundation tier specification for first teaching from 2015, this Student Book provides full coverage
of the new GCSE Mathematics qualification. With a strong focus on developing problem-solving skills, reasoning and fluency, it
helps students understand concepts, apply techniques, solve problems, reason, interpret and communicate mathematically.
Written by experienced teachers, it also includes a solid breadth and depth of quality questions set in a variety of contexts. GCSE
Mathematics Online - an enhanced digital resource incorporating progression tracking - is also available, as well as Problemsolving Books, Homework Books and a free Teacher's Resource.
Cambridge International AS and A Level Physics Revision Guide matches the requirements of the Cambridge AS and A Level
Physics syllabus.
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Please note this title is suitable for any student studying: Exam Board: AQA Level: A Level Subject: Chemistry First teaching: September
2015 First exams: June 2017 Fully revised and updated for the new linear qualification, written and checked by curriculum and specification
experts, this Student Book supports and extends students through the new course whilst delivering the maths, practical and synoptic skills
needed to succeed in the new A Levels and beyond. The book uses clear straightforward explanations to develop real subject knowledge and
allow students to link ideas together, while developing essential exam skills.
This book constitutes the proceedings of the 24th International Conference on Parallel and Distributed Computing, Euro-Par 2018, held in
Turin, Italy, in August 2018. The 57 full papers presented in this volume were carefully reviewed and selected from 194 submissions. They
were organized in topical sections named: support tools and environments; performance and power modeling, prediction and evaluation;
scheduling and load balancing; high performance architecutres and compilers; parallel and distributed data management and analytics;
cluster and cloud computing; distributed systems and algorithms; parallel and distributed programming, interfaces, and languages; multicore
and manycore methods and tools; theory and algorithms for parallel computation and networking; parallel numerical methods and
applications; and accelerator computing for advanced applications.
Essential Theory for Primary Teachers is a succinct, accessible introduction to the key theories, concepts and policies that have shaped
primary education as we know it, and underpin our practice in the classroom. Written with the ever busy training and practising teacher in
mind, this straightforward guide offers the foundations for a solid understanding of how we teach and learn effectively, and how we develop
as professionals. Together with key further reading highlights, a glossary of acronyms, and an at-a-glance timeline of the major events, acts
and policies in education it explains core topics: A short history of the education system What is education for? Inequality and education
Special educational needs and inclusion Child development How children learn Theories of motivation Behaviour for learning Assessment for
learning Understanding and using research evidence Undertaking your own action research project Essential Theory for Primary Teachers
brings together in one volume theory and knowledge that stands the test of time, it guides you through what others have said about them and
will help you relate them to your own practice. A much-needed source of guidance for training and newly-qualified-teachers, it will support you
as you develop the skills you need to teach confidently and help your learners succeed.
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